Now You Can Do Original Research With One Of The Largest Historical Archives Available!

Learn About History’s Greatest Events Through Eyewitness Accounts

Original Sources gives you instant access to an extensive, continuously increasing collection of over 420,000 e-works of classic, primary source and general reference materials in twelve subject areas: World History, U.S. History, Political Science, Law, Literature, Science, Mathematics, Social Science, Philosophy, Religion, Language and Language Arts.

This vast collection provides the original sources and personal accounts of humankind’s social, political, legal and religious development, as well as some of the greatest discoveries, insights and literary achievements in the words of the actual authors, discoverers and knowledge-seekers. It is a reliable fact-checking reference of history-makers’ greatest accomplishments—from the dawn of civilization to the present.

**Features & Benefits Include:**

- More than 420,000 original documents—many unavailable in any other collection.
- Comprehensive topics cover all of world history and current political documents—speeches, essays, biographies, landmark court decisions, editorials and more.
- Photos and multimedia that bring the events to life—read and study the notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci.
- New user interface, responsive design and improved search capabilities.
Primary Source Documents in History, Literature, Science, Religions, Politics and More

Explore some of the greatest discoveries, insights, and literary achievements in the words of the actual authors such as:

- Charles Darwin
- Christopher Columbus
- Emily Dickinson
- F. Scott Fitzgerald
- T.S. Eliot
- Jane Austen
- Martin Luther King, Jr.
- Plato
- Sun Tzu
- The Wright Brothers
- William Shakespeare
- Virginia Woolf
- Winston Churchill... and more!

Source Documents on Key Topics:

- American Revolution
- Ancient Green Literature
- Ancient Egypt
- Classic Stories of the “Wild West”
- History of Canada
- U.S. Constitution
- Women’s Suffrage
- Writings in Life Sciences... and more!

Great Events Told by Eyewitnesses and Historians:

- French Revolution
- Federal Bureau of Investigation
- Life in Ancient Egypt
- Mesopotamian Empires
- Classic Civil Rights Narratives
- The Mayflower and Plymouth Rock
- Vietnam War... and more!
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